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from the Isaiah apocalypse first. We have to Lo each of them separately

to some extent bcfore we can fuse them anywhere. Do you hve any decided

cuestions as to the order? seeinp that, thrrp is cnly one objection and

I don't think that is a great , an that is this, that I have for this

norning looked. ovr the material on the other phases of it quite a little and

so I have my materials more in shape for the other. At the same time the

apocalypse is a matter on which I want, to go into as on the other to see

what the problems are and get an idea rather than for me to give you results.

I have studied it some time 'efore and--not for this 'urpose. Do you see

what I mean? Mr.--- what is your sugeston? (Student) Of course we

want to do both. It is just a cuestion of which to do first. Since a

number spoke up su-esting the Isaiah first suooe we start on the Isaiah.

I pave you an assignment last Thursday on the mattes and I've been working

on that c'iite at length on that particular assignment but we might look at

that a little at the end of the hour and. then o on with both lines. Let's

look now at the Isaiah apocalypse a bit. Now the I ly-pse is, as

you now, made up of chapters 2l427 of the book of Isaiah. These four

chapters, as we noticed, are a unit in the sense that they are closed off

at the beginning and the end by other material. You have the burdens pre-

ceding them and as to just what the relation of the burdens is to this pas.
fully

sage, that we are not in a position yet to discuss in this class/because we

have only begun our consideration of the burdens in the other class. but

this I should mention, that the uraens in Chapters 13-23, that these bur

dens there, while not dealing entirely with foreign nations, are most of

them dealing with foreign nations, and it is quite a common viewpoint that

after this general picture of foreign nations Godts delcaration of rebuke

upon these nations and. God's declaration of the way in which He is going to

deal in particular with each of these particular nations, it is quite a

gen"ral idea that then in Chapters 24-27 he takes up the great enemies of
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